
MAHIM GOUDA 

DATE OF BIRTH – 09th SEP- 08 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2023-24 (Second Term) 

ANNUAL ATTENDANCE 276 Days Out of 366 Days 

INTRODUCTION: 

Mahim is almost six years old, with his birthday 

approaching in April. He delights in playing with his 

friends, often engaging in energetic games that involve 

running around. He demonstrates a commitment to 

attending school regularly and strives to exhibit good 

behaviour towards everyone. Mahim takes pride in 

maintaining cleanliness and tidiness, consistently 

presenting himself 

well at school. He 

particularly enjoys 

the nutritious meals 

provided, showing 

an eagerness to consume all the vegetables and 

fruits without any wastage.  

CIRCLE TIME: During Circle time, Mahim 

endeavours to sit properly with closed eyes, 

participating in chanting mantras softly. Even if 

he encounters difficulties, he attempts to recite 

after the teacher, showing commendable effort. 

Mahim exhibits a remarkable ability to chant 

mantras fluently, both in Hindi and English, and 

enjoys singing songs with enthusiasm and 

actions. 

PROJECT: In his project work, Mahim has explored the topic of animals with 

great enthusiasm. He can confidently identify various animals and their sounds, 

engaging in art and craft activities related to the theme. His creativity shines through 

as he meticulously crafts representations of animals such as dogs, fish, and 



butterflies. Mahim's excitement to learn about 

animals is evident in his eagerness to listen to their 

sounds and mimic them. 

MATHS: In mathematics, Mahim demonstrates 

proficiency in counting up to 50, although he may 

encounter occasional challenges when dealing 

with certain items during math exercises. He 

approaches math tasks with 

diligence, using a variety of 

objects such as stones, beads, 

leaves, and cubes to aid his 

learning. Engaging in activities 

like pattern-making and maths 

games, Mahim displays a keen 

interest in exploring 

mathematical concepts.   

LANGUAGE: Mahim displays a keen interest in language class, actively listening 

to stories in both Hindi and English. 

He eagerly participates by repeating 

after the teachers and occasionally 

shares his own imaginative stories. 

His artistic inclination is evident as 

he enjoys illustrating the narratives 

he hears, demonstrating careful 

attention to detail. Additionally, 

Mahim is making progress in 

learning English words and can 

confidently express himself in 

simple sentences. 

GAMES: Mahim approaches games with enthusiasm, engaging in exercises and 

running activities before participating. He demonstrates good sportsmanship, 

striving to behave appropriately with his peers during game time. His fondness for 



the sandpit is evident as he enjoys various activities 

such as swinging, sliding, and building structures. 

Mahim's resilience is notable as he responds 

positively to encouragement from teachers, 

particularly in games like chain, where he enjoys 

taking on leadership roles.   

 

CELEBRATIONS AND FESTIVALS: 

On 25th December, Mahim participated in a song 

performance with his friends, showcasing his talent as he sang "I am a Little Star" 

with enthusiasm. His rendition was delightful, and he expressed excitement at the 

prospect of seeing Santa 

Claus.  

On 26th January, he 

enjoyed watching a 

parade on television, 

engaging with the 

festivities of the occasion. 

For Basant Panchami on 

14th February, Mahim 

participated in another 

song performance, 

singing "Namo Sharda" 

joyfully. He relished the 

programs and savoured the Prasad 

offered during the celebration. 

On 21st February, Mahim took part 

in a play titled "Maata Ka Rishta," 

portraying the role of a child 

character. Despite feeling nervous, 

he delivered his lines with 

confidence and dedication, 

ensuring the success of his 

performance.   



Lastly, on 25th March, during Holi, Mahim engaged in the traditional festivities, 

playing with natural colours and indulging in sweets, thoroughly enjoying the 

celebration.   

 


